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GENERAL

Byrd, Station: Scientist and Navy personnel gathered on February 13th
to dedicate new Byrd Station. Construction was begun on Thanksgiving Day
and completed sufficiently for occupancy 224 working days later. The cere-
mony was attended by the Commander of the U.S • Naval Support Force, Ant-
arctica, the National Science Foundation representatives at McMurdo and Byrd
Stations, and three representatives of the New Zealand Government.

The new station, employing the concept developed at Camp Century in
northern Greenland by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, was constructed com-
pletely beneath the snow in tunnels with the exception of observing towers
for meteorology and aurora]. physics. The scientific facilities in the central
complex include observing areas for ionosphere, geoinagnetism, seismology and
meteorology and aurora]. physics. At remote installations 1/2 and 11/2 miles,
respectively, are located VLF and radio noise installations. Glaciological
laboratories were not constructed during the past summer, but are expected to
be built during the 196263 austral summer.

The transfer of men and equipment into the new station was virtually
completed by the end of the month. Considerable work remained before all
programs could begin operation again.

All field parties completed their work early in the month. The Ohio
State University geologists, evacuated from the Horlick Mountains on February 19
had to be transported in only one flight because of the crash of an IUIJ) taking
off from old Byrd Station. The damaged aircraft was then flown the short dis-
tance to the new station and parked outside for the winter * The University of
Minnesota party was evacuated from the Ellsworth Mountains on February 4th with
all equipment except for food and fuel cached at the site (79 033°S , 87032°W0).
The Nodwell RN 110 on a return trip from the auroral substation broke down 12
miles from the old Byrd Station because of a voltage regulator malfunction.
After being pulled the vehicle was driven under its own power but will be out
of service for the remainder of the winter because of a broken connecting rod,
camshaft, and piston.

Ellsworth Stations Storage of equipment and fuel delivered by the
aria was completed0 The wintering-over crew numbers 32 people, 5 of them
remaining from last year.

Important maintenance tasks undertaken in the month were vehicle repair
and bracing parts of the station buildings against snow load.

Hallett Station: The icebreaker Eastwind, the last ship to visit Hallett
this season, called at the station four times during the month. Spectacular
iceberg movements were observed offshore.



Fire broke out in the aurora tower on the 15th but was extinguished with-
in 15 minutes The cause was believed to be a contact between a curtain
with tubes or hot leads of the infrared spectrograph. Damage to the spectro-
graph was difficult to estimate because the optical grating could not be re-
moved immediately for examination. The rest of the tower and structure was
damaged only slightly but the aurora instruments required extensive cleaning
to remove fire extinguisher powder which had penetrated the mechanisms.

McMurdo Station: The last of the summer investigations terminated with
the withdrawal of field parties from Cape Crozier, Cape Evans, Cape Royds
and the Victoria Valley areas to McMurdo Station.

All the major building tasks, including the converted laboratory build
ing had been completed by early February. Power generators continued to give

trouble and the old generators were still in use.

Three construction projects were under way. A 16foot Jaxnesway hut was
added to the. central vestibule of the biology laboratory; a 32-foot Jamesway
was built on to the south end of the laboratory for storage of biological
equipment; and materials for weatherproofing and remodeling the USARP ware
house were being assembled.

The Power Wagon, the Polecat, and the Traxcavator used for hauling retro
grade cargo were the only vehicles in use by the end of the month. One RN 50

and the RN 21 Nodwell have been secured for the winter. The USARP Weasel was
junked and salvage parts used for the Polecat track spares,

Ships of Task Force 43 were active during the month of February in
McMurdo Sound and vicinity. The Arneb and Elkhorn each made a last trip from
New Zealand with cargo and fuel, respectively,

When the ice off McMurdo Station broke up early in the month, threaten-
ing the loss of the ice runway and airfield facilities 9 the Glacier was
called back from her reconnaissance of the Marie Byrd Land coast and the
Island withdrawn from oceanographic work. Severe storms created difficulties
in offloading and made further requirements on icebreakers for assistance in
maintaining moorings The Estwind arriving at McMurdo from New Zealand vt
Hallett Station, assisted in these tasks

The picket ship Vance was relieved by HMNZS	for two weeks the
Voce returned to her station and on February 27 crossed the antarctic Circle
for the first time0

The PArtgn Island proceeded to the vicinity of the magnetic pole for sci€
entific work in mid-February while the other ships remained at McMurdo for



discharging and backloading and taking aboard summer personnel for evacua
tion to New Zealand.

When the airfield was in danger from the encroaching sea, all aircraft
were removed to the compacted runway on the Ross Ice Shelf a few miles south.
Airfield buildings and equipment were moved without loss0 On February 7th
the air detachment at Byrd Station was withdrawn with the conclusion of sum
mer field operations, and the aircraft returned to the U.S.

South Pole Station: Station cleanup and maintenance work continued as
the station members prepared for winter, Shelves were built 9 and stores
neatly stacked. The men contributed to improving the station's appearance by
washing and painting passageways, bulkheads, and floors. Construction and
installation of a new snow melter were nearly completed.

A fire in the air control wanigan at the runway destroyed the structure
on February 22nd. Some radio equipment in the wanigan was lost0 Cause of
the fire was probably an overheated stove.

The recreation room was reopened after being used as sleeping quarters
during the summer. Several meteorology instruments were relocated outside
the science building and the added space used for individual offices. All of
the scientific supplies were uncrated and stored on newly built shelves. Some
of the caches around the station were consolidated.

With the newly opened recreation interiai were several musical instru
ments; but unfortunately none of the station members could play them,

The last flight to the South Pole took place on February 15th.

Wakes Station: No report0

BIOLOGY

Byrd Station: The Ohio State University party returned from the Horlick
Mountains with paleontological collections of plant and animal fossils; the
plant fossils were found in Devonian shales interbedded with sandstones con
taming fossil invertebrates,

Ellsworth Station (November) (Arzetine Pro gram): One plate with Czapekc
Dox and two with Sabouraud-honey were exposed for 48 hours with positive re-
sults, and subcultures were made.

The following observations of birds were reported:	enodtes foster
(emperor penguin) were seen on the pack ice of the 4th (6) 9 6h (4) 9 and
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2kth (5), or swimming on the let (2) 9 10th ('i), 15th (1) 9 and 28th (k); a
skua (Catharaçta, sp.) and Pvqsce]i.a adeliae were seen on the shelf9
respectively, on the 3rd and 26th. Pagodroa	(snow petrel) were ob
served flying westward on the 3rd (1), 8th (2), 12th (6) 9 13th (6) 9 14th (7)
16th (k), 17th (2) 9 18th (6) 9 20th (16), 23rd (12) 9 29th (22) 9 30th (60) 9 or
over the station on the 12th (2), and 26th (27); Thalassoica jarctiç
(antarctic petrel) were observed flying over the shelf edge on the 2nd (3)
4th (2) 9 9th (10 9 18th (7) 9 19th (54) 9 21st (8), 22nd (15) and 25th (15).
One çptonYote8 weØdellii (Weddell seal) was seen on the shelf edge on the
7th0

MCMUrdO Station:

Biological Laborptory The end-of-season inventory of laboratory
supplies continued.

Bernice P.. Bishot Museum During the period August 30 9 1961 9 to
Fehj'uary 20 9 .1962 9 the air plankton trap installed on a U.S. Navy R7V was
in operation 528 hours over a distance of 111 9416 nautical miles on flights
from Rhode Island to McMurdo Sound and return. A total of 496 air—plankton
samples were taken. Sixteen round trips were made between McMurdo Sound and
Christchurch, New Zealand. A psoscopteran (book-louse) and a hymenopteran
(bee, wasp, ant) were collected alive between 430 and 1 40 S. Pollen, plant9
and mineral samples were made for later study.

On February 8th, a Rutgers pedologist and Bishop Museum entomo10
gist returned to McMurdo after completing a vertical cross—sectional survey
from sea level to the summit along the northwestern slope of Mt. Erebus. The
sumiiit was attained on February 1st, narking the fifth ascent. The two—man
team collected a sulfur sample near the summit and four samples of soil. The
soil color around the fumaroles was deep brown and at some distance away a
dull grey; all these samples will be chemically analyzed and examined for the
presence of bacteria or other microorganisms for an understanding of soil.
forming processes. Neither animals nor plants were encountered during the
survy.

!nyersity of California at Berkeley The summer field investi.
gator on Antarctic micronietazoa prepared to depart for the United Statesog
one worker will remain throughout the winter to collect and experiment with
culture methods for growing micrometazoa.

Jniyersity of California-at Davis - Pond ecological studies at
Cape Evans were concluded; after a final two-day trip to the work site 9 the
investigator returned to the United States.
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Johns Ho2UQs University The principal investigator visited
Cape Crozier for 19 day, reporting that 1,734 adult Adlie penguins and
2,310 chicks were banded; 

all 
but 900 were web-marked. In addition, 208

adult skuas and 224 skua chicks were banded. The total for the season is
7, 546 Adlie penguins and 718 skuas, and is the largest number of skims
banded in one season. Only three recoveries were made of banded skuas
despite a large population and careful search. One of these was a green
thermoplastic-banded skua ringed at Wilkes Station. Data was also collected
on leopard seal predation on penguins and Adlie penguin molt and chick de'
parturee.

Of the six breeding skuas taken from Cape Crozier and marked with
a white thermoplastic band for release at the South Pole on January 25th,
one returned to the breeding site on February 4th. The bird covered 825
miles in an elapsed time of 10 days. This is believed to be the longest ex-
perimental demonstration of homing by an oceanic bird; of a total of 10
skuas released at the Pole in 1957 and 1962, there has been only one return.
In 1960, of 2 skuas released at the Beardmore Glacier, 350 miles from Cape
Royds, only one returned.

Stanford University Fish collections were made at Heald Island
both through and from the ice and from a raft offshore near Cape Armitage,
On departure of the summer party, one scientist remained to continue in
vestigations on the metabolism of common McMurdo Sound fishes.

Ohio State Universi, y Samples of soil, rocks, algae 9 lichens
and two mummified seals weretá.kén in the dry vallr systems of Victoria Land.

South GeQig, Bird Island - Study of blood sera of the wandering
albatross collected last year by Johns Hopkins University scientists reveals
the presence of antibodies to psittacosis. Other sera collected by Johns
Hopkins ornithologists has been sent to the Rockefeller Institute for further
study of the problem of zoonoses among antarctic birds.

Wilkes- Station: Two biologists from the ViraDja Fries Wartc)rI
terminated their parasitological studies and departed on the Ng 20 for
Australia.

GEODESY. CARTOGRAPHY. AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Aerial photography is obtained by U.S. Navy personnel and planes. Surface
ground control, inspection of aerial photographs, and final preparation of maps
are conducted by the Special Maps Branch, U.S. Geological Survey.
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Byrd Station:

U.S. Geolojcal Survey Three topographic engineers completed a tell-.
urometer traverse between the old and new stations to fix the new station's
location.

A daylight stellar observation was made by the team at old Byrd Sta-
tion at the same site where observations were conducted by William H. Chapman
during the winter of 1959

One of the important results of the Ellsworth Land Traverse re-
ported by the party upon its return to Byrd Station was the establishment of
positions and elevations of many nunataks and mountains at the base of the
Palmer Peninsula, This information will be available for mapping and other
future activities in the area.

USS Glacier: The exploration cruise of the Glacier along the Marie Byrd
Land coast as far east as the Getz Ice Shelf ended on February 5th, earlier
than expected, when the ship was ordered back to McMurdo to assist in the evac-
uation,

It was learned that Shepard Island at 74009'S., 132011 1W. is actually two
islands. One seen to the west measures LI. by 5 miles and has k prominent peaks
and 2 large Adélie penguin rookeries; one seen to the east k miles distant, is
the larger, measuring 9 by 18 miles and has 2 prominent peaks. These islands
are believed to be of volcanic origin. A third new island, completely snow-
capped, was observed from helicopter. Depth of glacier ice on the island was
measured with a modified radio altimeter to be 300 feet thick.

A shore party established a ground control point on exposed rock for fu-
ture topographic surveys. A total of three such control points were established.

In the last week of the cruise the ship charted 100 miles of new coast
line,

Little America, Station: A U.S. Geological Survey team completed the
measurement of the ice motion stake grid.

McMurdo Station: The leveling to establish control elevations for the
new McMurdo Station area map (to be compiled by the U0 S. Navy Hydrographie
Office) was completed. In addition, the location of the Texas Western College
rocket launcher was determined.
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No mapping photography was accomplished in February; however, hand-held
photographs were made on a flight over the McMurdo Sound as a part of the
ice reconnaissance study.

GEOLOGY

University of Minnesota: The field party returned to Byrd Station
from the Ellsworth Mountains on February 4th.

Ohio State University: The Ohio State field party was evacuated from
Camp Ohio in the Horlick Mountains on February 1st. A reconnaissance of
Mt0 Wheeler and the western Horlick areas showed adequate landing and camp
sites at each place for the planned field work in 1962-63.

McMurdo Station:

Ohio State University - Field work in the Victoria Valley was
concluded during the first week in February. The party departed Antarctica
after preparation of samples for shipment to the United States.

University of Wisconsin - Installation of strain stake and soil
temperature recording equipment systems in the dry valleys and on the Hut
Point Peninsula was completed during February, but the recording equipment
was not in complete operation because of difficulties encountered in changing
the nickel-cadmium batteries. Ice wedges recovered from the side of Observa
tion Hill were examined in the cold room.

GLACIOLOGY

yrd Statio: No measurements of snow stakes were made.

Ellsworth Station: The average net change of the snow surface measured
on 48 stakes from December 31 9 1961, to February 28 9 1962, was +1.3 cm.

South Pole Station: The average net change of the snow surface measured
on 50 stakes was +2.0 cms. These stakes near the station are measured
monthly.', A new arrangement of snow-accumulation stakes was completed in
February. The stakes are laid out in a great cross with its center on the
aurora building. The arms of the cross extend 7 miles at right angles to each
other in the following directions from geographic north: 300 , 1200 9 2100 and

3000. The 300 2100-line is roughly parallel to the direction of prevailing
wind. Each mile is marked by a numbered and flagged pole.
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Centered on the 7-mile poles are smaller stake crosses composed of
dowels set with 1 m exposed above the surface and spaced 2 in apart, the pur-
pose of which is to record changes of microrelief. Other references for ac-
cumulation measurements were two wooden squares laid flat on the surface
beside each 6-mile pole to mark the 1962 horizon.

WilkesStation: The average net change of the snow surface measured on
34 stakes was -1.8 ems.

The month was
proposed air strip.
measurements.

spent testing and preparing equipment for a survey of the
Two trips were made to the ablation area for stake

METEOROLOGY

U.S. Weather Bureau personnel are stationed at Byrd, Hallett, Pole,
Ellsworth and Wilkes Stations. At Wilkes and Ellsworth they are assisted by
Australian and Argentine personnel, respectively. U.S. Navy aerological per-
sonnel take the upper air observations at Hallett and McMurdo Stations.

Byrd Station: The average height of 46 radiosondes flown in the month
was 32,952 in. The GMD was moved into the new radome tower but because the
inflation shelter was not yet completed the program was shut down for a few
days. Wind records were not obtained during the five-day period of the move
to new Byrd Station. Construction equipment in and around the building made
it impossible to release balloons from the new shelter. Surface observations
were uninterrupted.

For computing balloon ascent heights the station elevation is tenta-
tively assumed to be 1,528 in. A correction of +1,5 nib is used as the dif-
ference between the barometer located in the tunnels and the release point.
The Baker generator was not operating satisfactorily. Installation of the
Gill generator was being completed.

Dobson observations were delayed because the Dobson table had not been
delivered; it is planned to build a substitute.

Ellsworth Station: Work during January and February was concerned mainly
with the radiosonde program. With the completion of the exhaust pipe the in-
stallation of the Baker hydroneal was finished. At the same time the new
doors for the inflation shelter were constructed and put into position, rais-
ing the height of the structure 60 cm so that the top was once again above the
snow surface • No radiosondes were sent aloft between January 6th and February
1st; the program was resumed on February 15th with 27 successful flights to an

average height of 28 9 112 in by the end of the month.
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The carbon dioxide program was continued with one determination per
week

Hallett Station: The average height of +6 radiosondes was 279927 m.
Fifteen CflOW stakes were in place by February 1st. Due to high winds and a
storm at the end of the month ground was bare around all stakes. Recording
of subsurface temperatures at depths of 10 9 20 and 50 cm was begun at a new
location in the radiation area near the end of the conduit, The chemical
ozone recorder showed the same magnitude of ozone content as the Regener
chemiluminescent recorder.

McMurdo Station:

Texas Western College--(Meteorological Rocket on) Base line
measurements were made to determine the azimuth and separation between the
0MB tracking systems. Most of the remote site construction had been completed
before heavy winds caused extensive damage to the rocket launcher building and
minor damage to the GMD control building. All essential equipment for the
program was unharmed but it was estimated that the launching of the first
rocket would be delayed until mid-March,

South Pole Stat: No radiosondes were lost during the month and the
all-time record for termination level was exceeded by more than 500 m; the
average height of 56 soundings was 31,960 m. GMD operation was normal. The
Baker generator was still unfinished.

In the surface ozone program, both the chemical and chemiluminescent
instruments operated during the month, although some difficulties were ex-
perienced with the chemical instrument. The total ozone program was ended on
the 15th because of prevailing cloudiness during the remainder of the month.
Absolute calibrations were to be started before beginning the ozonesonde pro-
gram in March. High winds prevented any ozonesonde launchings.

Drift of the zero humidity in the infrared hygrometer was present, in-
validating the attempted calibrations, Efforts were being made to correct the
difficulties in the CO2 program. Sporadic malfunctions of the sensing micro-
phones were encountered during the month. Routine triangles and maintenance
were performed and scaling progressed normally.

Scaling of solar radiation data was up-to-date at the end of the month.
Occasional troubles were experienced with the recorders. Only one energy
balance observation was taken due to unfavorable weather conditions.
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Only routine operations were reported for the NRL snow density measure-
ments and precipitation chemistry programs.

A temperature record of 350C., the lowest maximum temperature ever
recorded at this station in February, was reported0

lkes tation:Wi 	Fifty-four radiosonde flights reached an average
height of 29 9 691 m. Sferic8 schedules were carried out normally. Finishing
touches were put on the new inflation shelter and generator hut0 Also,
radiation instruments were moved and installed at the new radiation area 9 and
the radiation program was resumed on March 5th. Fuel was stocked at the old
and new inflation shelter areas • A new aspirated thermohm was installed to
give a more accurate recording of the station temperatures0 Stockpiling of
ammonia bottles at the generator hut was begun.

OCEANOGRAPHY

The oceanography program was continued during February aboard the USS
Burton	USS Glacier and USS Eastwind and included bathythermograph ob-
servations, ice observations, soundings and magnetic data.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

yrd Station: All equipment and supplies had been moved to the new sta.
tion by February 28th0 Operation of seismometers began on February 26th, Ad
justinents were required in focus and lamp intensity on the seismic recorders
and early seismic records were reported to lack adequate time control.

lett Station: There was little earthquake activity in the month;
seven probable earthquakes were recorded. Large microseismic activity through-
out the month was particularly noticeable on the Willmore recorder.

South Pole Station: All seismic instruments were working well. One
hundred fifty-six phases were reported in the month. Periods of the instru-
ments were: Benioff vertical, 0.65 sec.; Wilson.Lamison horizontals, 3.56 and3.45 sec. The Geo..tech Helicorder was not operating because of insufficient
power to the photo tube. To rectify this situation it was planned to run a
separate line to the amplifier.
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TRAVERSE OPERATIONS

Ellsworth Land Traver: The University of Wisconsin traverse party
returned to McMurdo Station on February 10th after completing a 68-.day,
1,052-mile, exploration of the base of Palmer Peninsula. In February the
traverse route proceeded north to 73031 eS,, 700:35W., southeast to the eastern-.
most traverse point at 740S., 66035 W-', then southwest and west back to Sky.-Hit
75014 ' S oo 77010 1W, The actual route varied somewhat from the planrd route
in distance and direction because of the many mountain areas and adjoining
crevasse fields encountered.

The seven-man party traveled in three Sno-cats, pulling a rolli-
trailer and several one—ton sleds. Weather during the season was generally
bad, with roughly one-.third of the time lost because of storms. Highest
winds encountered were 45 knots, while temperature extremes were -.260 and
_6000 The snow surface along the route west of Sky-.Hi was extremely rough;
east of that point it was comparatively smooth. Equipment breakdowns ac-.
counted for only 2-.1/2 days' delay.

Two air resupplies were provided, one at Sky-Hi in December and the
other on January 23rd at 74027'S .9 6707'1W.

The studies indicate that the sub-ice trench known to extend under much
of western Antarctica may in fact stretch all the way from the Ross Sea to
the Weddell Sea by a circuitous route. They also indicate that many of the
reported mountain ranges in eastern Ellsworth Land are actually located con-
siderably farther north than presently charted, and that the base of the
Palmer Peninsula is narrower than previously believed0

Results show that the sub-ice trench, i0e0 9 the area of rock surface be-
neath the icecap that is actually below sea level, extends at least, as far
east as 7l°W0, stretching from the Ross Sea eastward under much of Marie Byrd
Land and into Ellsworth Land, Its eastern extremity is still unknown but ear-.
her suspicion that it might extend all the way to the Filchner Ice Shelf and
the Weddell Sea, thereby splitting the continent in two, was largely dis-.
counted by later studies that seemed to rule out this possibility. This
year's traverse, however, has shown that the trench does not terminate any-
where in the Bellingshausen Sea; nor does it extend up into the Palmer Penin-
sula. This would mean that the trench would have to end abruptly at 710W0
or continue on to the Filchner Ice Shelf, and the latter possibility seems
more reasonable.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

ora,Aur 	Arctic Institute of North America - All supplies and
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equipment for the auroral substation were moved into place. The height-
measurement dome and a six-meter radio were installed with the radio antenna
located on the roof of the aurora tower.

Communication with the substation was interrupted while radio
equipment was moved into new Byrd Station, and was not regained until the an-
tenna was installed and a broken connection in a microphone lead found and re-
paired,

A message was received by ham radio from the substation saying that
their main power transformer had burned out and that no spares were avail.
able. A 10 kw diesel generator was readied to replace the substation's burned-
out 5 kw plant, and a trip was planned to the substation for March 10th. In
addition, the armature of a second (8 kw) generator was reported slightly
pitted and worn. For a period of 10 days no news was received from the sub.
station. When ham radio traffic was resumed with the substation, messages were
relayed to Byrd Station from the U.S.

Geomaetm Coast,and Geodetic Survey Minor adjustments of
lamp intensities were required when variometer recording was resumed on
February 26th. Some trouble was encountered with the declination recording.

IonospheticSoundiiatioflal Bureau of Standards - The C.3
sounder was not operated in February because of the move to new quarters.

Construction proceeded on a new antenna of the type usually used
with C.3'80 The antenna has a north-south leg 400 feet long and a 250-foot
east-west leg, and its center tower is 70 feet high. It is twice as big as
the one at old Byrd and is expected to give efficient service down to 1 mc
since the greater leg is a half wave in length, 11 inc0 Many of the C....3 high
voltage leads were replaced because they had become very brittle with age, and
several damaged solder joints were also found, caused mainly by the move.

VLF and ELF,, Stanford Universit y (and Pacij'ic Naval. Laboratory ,
Canada) Whistler recording was resumed at Byrd Station on February 19t h. Hiss

recordings and NAA and NPG echoes were heard almost every night from about 0200
to 1000 GMT, some of the echoes being very strong.

A peculiar interference problem exists at Byrd Station, evidenced
by a high-pitched motor-type noise present in the recordso The source was
thought to be a commutator noise in the generator exciters, and attempts were
being made to reduce this interference.

The Pacific Naval Laboratory magnetic program was not yet in oper.
ation but resumption of recording was expected shortly,
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Ellsworth Station (November):

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America No report.

Cosmic Rays. Universit-y of California (Argentine observers) -
Trouble was experienced during the month with sensitivity adjustments to
the neutron monitor, the cause of which could not be determined. Power
failures caused the frequency stabilizer to operate too fast on the 18th,
24th, 26th and 27th. The cause of unsatisfactory counts on the 15th could
not be determined.

IonosDheric Soundings. National Breau of Standards (Argentine
observer) - A standard clock was adjusted on November 9th. No soundings were
obtained between 2320 on the 15th and 0148 on the 16th because of power trou-.
bles.

Hallett. Stations

Aurora. Arctic Institute of North America The riometer was
installed and put into operation on February 2nd. Interference from man-
made sources proved to be severe during the middle of the month but later
appeared to have been eliminated.

The infrared spectrograph was removed from the tower for repairs
after the fire. Extinguisher powder settling on the instruments at the
time of the fire necessitated stripping the visual spectrograph so it could
be cleaned. A new platform and dome for this instrument were finished on
February 23rd. Overhaul of the instrument was completed and the program was
expected to commence as soon as calibration checks could be made to , determine
the correct setting.

All-sky camera performance was satisfactory. Preparation of a new
dark room for colorfilm developing was under way. It was not possible to
determine whether the photometer had suffered any damage in the fire. The
first faint aurora was seen on February 25th.

Earth Currents (New Zealand Pro gra) New recording equipment was
installed in the deck room of the new geophysics laboratory and line and
electrodes were laid ready for operation. The electrode separation is about
700 yards.

Geomaznetsjn, Coast Wd Geodetic Surve y (New Zealand obqervers) -
Records were more disturbed than in January. Disturbance on the 26th was
particularly noticeable. Sixty-two hours of records were lost due to a
faulty paper drive in the Askania magnetometer.
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IonpsDherje Soundjnzs. National Bureau of Standards_(New Zealand
observers)	In January 79 hours of records were lost and total absorption
was present for 6 hours0 F2 region spread was present for 9005 percent of
scaleable hours. The monthly F mean critical frequency was 50 mc0 The
mean Fmin frequency was l5 mc. E region sporadic was recorded for 3407
percent of scaleable hours. Most common types recorded were C.4ype for 90
hours, H..type for 66 hoursq and L..type for 42 hours. The Fl layer was
present for 666 percent of the scaleable hours. Minor maintenance was re-
quired during February. Some records were lost because of cut-out tripping.
Installation of a warning device has resulted in only one hour's record
lost since then.

VLFjarLfOrd University (New Zealand observers) The program
began full operation on February 8th; since then only a few recordings were
lost because of equipment trouble. The timer unit operated very satis-
factorily. Very few whistlers were heard. Dawn chorus was evident on the
Same recordings. WWV reception was very good after further adjustments and
repair of the receiver. Hum and interference levels were considered to be
at a tolerable level.

- The Stanford University program of
VLF.-ELF recording that has during the present season been airlifted be-
tween McMurdo, Byrd Station, Sky-Hi and the Beardmore Glacier Auxiliary
Air Facility moved in early February aboard the USS Lurton Isla d to
Hallett Station where the scientists were left for several days to at-
tempt more recordings0 Whistler observations were made between February
17th and 21st, but records of ELF noise could not be accomplished because
of interference caused by high winds.

When the Burtonsl	returned, the Stanford men, accompanied
by two New Zealand scientists equipped with magnetometer and earth in
ductors, were taken out to sea north of the area on Cape Denison (670S,,
14)0E0) where the location of the magnetic pole was computed to be in 1960
Apparently the dip pole has moved out to sea as was expected, and is now in
Commonwealth Bay north of its 1960 position. The program was completed with
the measurements aboard the Navy icebreaker.

McMurdo Station

___FoundatiQfl - The new neutron
monitor was put into operation on February 14th0 Overlapping data was
taken for comparison of the two monitors. Construction of the second
meson telescope was proceeding. The laboratory barometer was being cali-
brated with the naval weather service standard.
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Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft - Ten days of data were
lost in the 30inc riometer operation due to difficulties in the control unit.
Work was under way to put the 10-me riometer in operation.

South Pole Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America - Wiring of the aurora
tower for 60 cycle power from the frequency standard and 115 volt regulated
power from the Sorenson voltage regulator was completed. Both units are con-
tained in an instrument rack in the aurora office.

The patrol spectrograph electronics were repaired. Faulty doubling
capacitors in the Applegate high voltage supply and open filament circuit in
the 300 volt supply were causes of failure.

Because the photometer was not in use the patrol spectrograph con-
trol twilight eliminator, integrator, and balance circuits were opened and
the tubes removed. It was planned to resume--periodic testing of tubes to de-
termine replacement intervals. Mechanical condition of the patrol spectro-.
graph was satisfactory; the all-sky camera, zenith, and all-sky photometer
circuits are under repair. The meridian photometer was operative.

It was planned to try a triangulation measurement of auroral
height between Byrd and one substation and simultaneous photography with
Byrd Station and Ellsworth.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards - The riom-
eter was not in operating condition by the end of the month. Alignment of
noise diodes and RF switch was proceeding slowly.

Ionospheric Soundings -, National Bureau of Standards - The C_3
sounder produced acceptable ionograms. Forty-five hours of records were lost
due to transmitter troubles. A strong parasitic oscillation appeared during
routine alignment. Mechanical inspection showed several bad electrical com-
ponents. The RF output was clean at low power less than 200 m y antenna
current, but the parasitics re-occurred when the output was turned up. Low
output was compensated for by turning up the receiver output. Ionograins
then appeared to be satisfactory. The e . kw power supply jumped to 7 kw be-
cause of voltage regulator trouble; this necessitated repairs of the 715 C
regulator tube.

A plot of the data showed that the diurnal curve had nearly dis-
appeared. The low sun angle was showing up on the hourly data because there
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were very few scaleable values of F1 criticals, usually fewer than three
a day. An inflection in the trace indicated that this layer was still
present.

manetsm, Coast d Geodetic Survey The mean absolute
magnetic values for the month of February were as follows

declination	 27°37 .5'
horizontal field	159942 g.
total field	 5998144 g.

Horizontal declination was measured with both the qutz horizontal magnetom-
eter and the Ruska magnetometer; base line values of the Ruska were con-
sistently 50 g higher than values measured by the quartz horizontal. Instru-
ment base lines for the two instruments agreed within one minute.

A new Varian precession magnetometer arrived from Byrd Station
and performed well. The broken Varian and several pieces of obsolete equip..
ment were returned to McMurdo for shipment to the U •S • The Askãntaa.aoraph
was run continuously although the records were not scaled. The installation
of the visible magnetograph to record data was almost completed. A La Cour
variometer was being used with a Brown recorder for this system.

VLF. Stanford Unjyersjty. and National Bureau of Sanda.rds - Equip-
ment was operating satisfactorily and no major troubles were reported.
Special schedules were carried out normally. Whistler data for February will
begin with the lkth of the month because all previous data from November 20,
1961, to February 13, 1962, has been returned to Stanford University. Larger
quarters for the VLF equipment were being prepared, and movement of the equip-
ment should take place early in March.

Wilkes Station:

Geogetism Cst and Geodetic Survey (Australian obseryer) -
No report.

Ionosrtheric Soundjngs, National Bureau, of Standards (Austrilian
observer) - February was an unstable month with total ionospheric absorption
present at least once a week. One breakdown of the monitor oscilloscope was
fixed, and few records were lost.



Temperature, °C
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)

Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partiø.11y cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile

No. of Rawinsondes
Avg. Height of

Rawjnsondes (meters)

TABLE I CLIMAT FOR FEBRUARY. 1962
Byrd	Ellsworth	Hallett	McMurdo

Station	Station•	•St	Station
.230	.16,2	301	9.0

	

-.119	2.8	+ 2.8	- 1.1

	

.350	=28.3	9.4	-.18.9

23.829	29.135
24,230	29.529
23.335
	

28 .959
Tr,	0.15
Ti'.	1.70

N
	

SSE
13.3
	

13.0
.53
	

31
6.2
	

6.8
5
	

4
9
	

11
14
	

13

	

2	4

	

54	56

25 9 609	319960

	

4	2

	

46	27

329952	289112

29.212
29.7114*
28.646*
1.8

18.0

SSW
5.2

54
7,4

5
19

3
46

27,927

29.214
29.775*
28.659*
1.22

12.2

ESE
13.2
73
6.3
6
9

13

Wilkes
Station

+ 6.].
- 7.8

28.885
29 .430*
28.304*
0.29
1.7

12.7
83
7.7
0

13
15

3
54

29,691

South Pole
SI,ation

-.35.0
.49.4

20e223
20.60.5
19.910
Ti'.
Ti'.

12.6
30
5.5
8

12
8

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level Pressure

- ** North defined along 00 Greenwich
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